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HOW WE 
WOULD  
USE IT
ALL

Try new and unique grains, hops, yeast, and an extra fun item just for you! Use these items all together and follow our 
suggested recipe, or save part of the recipe and put it in a different beer you want to try down the road. We keep things 

separate so you can take these items and do what YOU want with them... That’s why we homebrew isn’t it? 

...but what do we know.

THE. 
RECIPE:   

 THE BOIL. 
SCHEDULE:   

 THE. 
NUMBERS:   

 THE. 
MASH:   

*All volumes, temps, and numbers will very with different brewing systems. These are recomendations and estimates. For more information about all grain brewing, go to www.howtobrew.com

Heat .75 gallons mash water to 164o. Mash at 150o for 75 min. Sparge 
with 1 gallons water at 168o over 5 min.*

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
1 GALLON GERMAN RED RECIPE 1/18   

2.4# Best Malz Red X Malt, .12# Weyermann CaraRed 20L,  
.06# Weyermann CaraAroma 130L, 1 oz Mandarina Bavaria,  
Imperial G03 Dieter Yeast

.25 oz Mandarina Bavaria @ 60 min (start timer). .25 oz Mandarina 
Bavaria @ 15 min. .25 oz Mandarina Bavaria @ 5 min.  
Dry Hop with .25 oz Mandarina Bavaria 

Ferment @ 67o    Original Gravity: 1.057    Final Gravity: 1.013  
IBUs: 44    SRM: 13.5    Efficiency @ 70%*

Weyermann® CARAAROMA® is a 
drum-roasted caramel malt made 
from two-row, German barley. 
CARAROMA® delivers notes of 
roasted nuts, dark caramel, died 
fruit while imparting deep amber 
and red hues to the finished beer.  
CARAAROMA® can also be used 
to add body to the beer.  Great for 
Amber Ales and Lagers,  Stouts, 
Porters, Bocks and Dunkel Lager.

BEST Red X malt is specially created for brewing red-tinted beers. You can use BEST Red X for up 
to 100% of your grain bill – no other malt is required. Offering exceptional reliability and optimal 
processability, BEST Red X can be employed to brew consistently fiery beers with intense reddish 
hues. Its full-bodied flavor and attractive, unique color coupled with easy handling in the brewery, 
make BEST Red X the best choice for creating a broad range of new beers, such as red-tinted wheat 
beers. Color 13 L

Up to 100% of the grainbill (recommended for red beers)

Bred at the Hop Research Institute 
in Hüll, Mandarina Bavaria displays 
pleasant fruitiness in finished beers. 
A daughter of Cascade, along with 
Hallertau Blanc and  Hüll Melon, 
and released in 2012. A tanger-
ine machine when used for late, 
whirlpool, and dry hop additions, 
Mandarina Bavaria is quickly finding 
support in the brewhouse for Amer-
ican IPA and variants, black ales, 
saisons, Brett fermentations, and 
other beers. 

Dieter is a clean, crisp, traditional 
German Kölsch strain. A very low 
ester profile makes this strain 
perfect for Kölsch, Alt and other light 
colored delicate beers. Dieter has 
better flocculation characteristics 
than most Kölsch strains which 
allows brewers to produce clean, 
bright beers in a shorter amount of 
time.
Temp: 60-69F, 16-20C
Flocculation: Medium 
Attenuation: 73-77%

Weyermann Caraaroma®

Best Malz Red X® Malt

Mandarina Bavaria Imperial - Dieter 
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ALL-Grain BREW BASICS
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1: Clean all brewing equipment, organize your brewing area, and take inventory of your equipment and ingredients 
to be sure you have everything you will need. An easy way to do this is to fill a sink with cleanser for cleaning, and 
mix up sanitizer in your bottling bucket for sanitizing.
2: Heat up the water for your mash. Follow the recommended temps, volumes, and times located in “THE MASH” 
section on the other side of the sheet. Use a large straining bag (for BIAB) or a mash tun to separate grain from 
water after mashing. Separate the water after the mash time (called first runnings), then rinse grain with hot water 
into your boil kettle. This is called the sparge. Your sparge volume added to your “first runnings” should give you 
the volume of wort needed in your boil kettle to evaporate down during your boil to end up at your batch size. For 
more information on the mashing process go to howtobrew.com.
3: Once the liquid has reached a boil, pay close attention to it to manage any boil over that may want to happen.
4: Once your wort has made it to a nice rolling boil, begin your 60 minute boil schedule per the recipe’s 
instructions. You can add the hops directly to the wort, but using a muslin hop bag will cut down on some mess at 
the end. Boil with the lid off to let certain unwanted compounds evaporate off.
5: After your 60 minute boil, cool your wort as quickly as possible to minimize the potential for contamination. A 
wort chiller is ideal and can do this in 15 minutes or less, otherwise use an immersion ice bath by filling a sink, 
tub, or basin with cold water and ice and setting the COVERED pot in the water. You may need to keep circulating 
water around the pot and adding ice. Be sure to not get anything into the beer or splash the beer around. Cool to 
around 70-75 degrees (cool to the touch). This can take 30-90 minutes.
6: Transfer (pour or drain) your chilled wort into your sanitized fermentor leaving behind as much of the heavy 
sediment that has fallen to the bottom as possible (or strain with a sanitized kitchen strainer). Top up with cool 
clean water to your batch size (1, 2, or 5 gallons). Cool water will also help lower the temperature of your wort, and 
can help get lukewarm wort down to pitching temperature quickly. Splashing into the fermentor helps add oxygen 
and is encouraged at this stage.
7: Vigorously stir with a sanitized paddle/spoon, or cover and shake the fermentor to aerate the wort. Yeast needs 
oxygen to do its business.
8: If you have a hydrometer, take a reading with it now and write it down. This is not a requirement, but it can be 
used to determine the alcohol % in your finished beer, and to help diagnose any potential problems that could 
arise in the fermentation process.
9: Add yeast by pitching liquid yeast directly into the beer or sprinkling dry yeast on top. Cover, insert air lock (filled 
with sanitizing solution or vodka), and place in a cool, dark area where it can do it’s thing. You should see visible 
action in the air lock within 6-36 hours. Once fermentation begins it can take anywhere from three days to three 
weeks to finish.
10: (optional). After fermentation has slowed (only 1 bubble every minute or more --usually within 4-6 days), 
transfer into a sanitized carboy (secondary fermentor) with a sanitized siphon and tube. Be careful not to splash 
the beer too much or to disturb the sediment at the bottom. Leave as much of the sediment behind as you can. 
Let sit for an additional 7-14 days or until fermentation is complete. Letting your beer sit a little longer won’t hurt it.
11: Sanitize a cup or wine thief and take a sample of the beer. Pour into your test jar and take a gravity reading. 
Your beer is ready to bottle if the gravity stays the same after consecutive readings at least 24 hours apart.

BOTTLING INSTRUCTIONS
12: Clean and sanitize enough bottles and caps for your batch (roughly 45-50 12 oz bottles)
13: Boil your priming sugar in two cups water for 15 minutes and add to your sanitized bottling bucket.
14: Slowly transfer your beer with a sanitized siphon into the sanitized bottling bucket, splashing as little as 
possible. Gently stir with a sanitized spoon/paddle or your siphon tube.
15: From your bottling bucket, attach some tubing to your spigot and bottle filler. Fill your bottles and cap 
immediately.
16: Store the beer at room temperature for 1-3 weeks or until carbonated. Chill a bottle every week or so to check 
for carbonation. Once carbonated your beer is ready to drink.
17: Rinse and repeat.

*All volumes, temps, and numbers will very with different brewing systems. These are recomendations and estimates. For more information about all grain brewing, go to www.howtobrew.com
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